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Function of the upper tangle in webs of young Leucauge argyra (Araneae: Tetragnathidae)
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Abstract. Ontogenetic changes in web structure occur in many spiders of different families, but the functional adaptation

of differences in web structure is unknown for most species. We describe the ontogenetic changes in web structure of

Leucauge argyra (Walckenaer 1842) and test the function of these differences in webs of spiderlings. Webs of early instar

spiders have tangles above the orb web that vary from relatively dense to a single thread, from which some threads extend

downward, connecting the tangle to the hub of the orb web. The number of threads of the tangle decreases as spiders grow,

and in webs of late instars, the tangle is absent. Our experimental results indicate that the tangle and connecting threads

increase the stability of the web, possibly reducing the probability of spiral threads sticking to each other with web

movements.
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Change in web structure through successive instars is a pattern

found in many spiders of different families (at least 21 species of 10

different families: see Eberhard et al. 2008), and some of these

ontogenetic changes are substantial (Eberhard 1985; Barrantes &
Madrigal-Brenes 2008). However, with few exceptions, there has been

no functional adaptation associated with these intraspecific differ-

ences in web structure between webs of young and adult spiders for

most species. To our knowledge, the functional significance of

ontogenetic changes in web architecture has been described only for

Clitaetra irenae Kuntner 2006 (Kuntner et al. 2008a) and Nepliila

clavipes (Linneaus 1767) (Higgins 1992). Webs of C. irenae increase

vertically in older spiders, as a possible adaptation to an arboricolous

life style, as well as increase their hub eccentricity, possibly to

optimize prey capture (Masters and Moffat 1983; Kuntner et al.

2008a, b). In N. clavipes, the density and proportional size of the

tangle decrease as the spider grows as a consequence of reduction in

predation risk (Higgins 1992).

Spiders of at least five families add tangles to their orb webs;

Uloboridae, Mysmenidae, Nephilidae, Tetragnathidae, and Aranei-

dae. There are several possible explanations for the function of

tangles associated with orbicular webs. One is that the tangles serve as

a mechanical barrier to protect the spider against flying predators

(Comstock 1912; Robinson & Robinson 1973; Higgins 1992) or

parasites (Robinson & Robinson 1973). Two other possible functions

are that the tangles prevent escape of large prey (Hingston 1992) and

act as support to strengthen the web (Lubin 1975). Only Higgins

(1992) provides strong, though correlative, evidence that supports the

anti-predator function of this structure, and Lubin (1975) provides

correlative data that seems to support the web-strengthening

hypothesis, but to our knowledge, none of these hypotheses has yet

been tested experimentally.

The web of a Leucauge argyra (Walckenaer 1842) early instar has

an upper tangle with threads connecting it to the hub and occasionally

another tangle below the orb web, but these tangles are absent in webs
of adult spiders. The upper tangle consists of a few threads that cover

only a narrow section across the middle of the orb, contrary to the

three-dimensional orb-like tangles or barriers in some nephilids that

cover the entire dorsal and/or ventral side of the webs (Kuntner et al.

2008b). Wespecifically tested 1 ) whether the tangle above the orb web
and the threads that connect this structure to the hub prevents the orb

web striking the vegetation below it and 2) if the function of the tangle

is to give stability to the orbicular section of the web, reducing web

deformation and the probability of sticky spiral threads collapsing

with air movement (these hypotheses may not be mutually exclusive).

We made field observations and experiments in a plantation of

African oil palm {Elais guineensis L.) in Parrita, Puntarenas Province,

Costa Rica (09°30'N, 84°10'W, elev. 10 m). To test the first hypothesis,

we measured the distance of the hub of the orb web to the nearest

substrate below in 21 webs of young spiders with upper tangles. This

distance was later compared with the total hub displacement; distance

after disconnecting the hub from the upper tangle plus its displacement

distance after disconnecting it and blowing a constant perpendicular air

current through the web (see below).

To test the second hypothesis, we constructed a three-sided

cardboard shield (30 X 60 X 30 cm, 40 cm high) with black fabric

(for better contrast with the web) attached to the central wall, and a

ruler attached to the fabric. Weplaced this retreat around each web in

the field to block uncontrolled natural breezes. Wethen applied an air

current at a constant speed (0.03 m/s) using a 9V-battery fan (Max
Flow Enterprise Co., Ltd.) placed 14 cm above the center of the orb

web, simulating a perpendicular breeze to the plane of the web. For

each of 25 manipulated webs, we measured three variables; 1

)

downward displacement of the hub of the unmodified web when
blown with the fan; 2) displacement of the hub when threads

connecting the hub to the tangle above were cut (the spider was

present in the hub when threads were cut); 3) displacement of the hub

when blown with the fan, after cutting the attachments to the tangle.

Wemeasured total body length of all 25 spiderlings to later test for a

correlation of body length with web displacement.

We additionally measured the extensibility of two (occasionally

one) 1 cm long segments of anchor threads in 20 webs with upper

tangles of young spiders (different from the ones used for the other

experiments) and of six webs of adult females. We attached each

segment to pieces of double-sided sticky tape that had previously been

attached to the jaws of a mechanical calliper as in Opell et al. (2008); a

second piece of tape was placed on the threads to secure them. We
then slowly separated the jaws of the calliper (ca 1 mm/s) to elongate

threads until they broke. Wemeasured extensibility as a proportion of

the total extension relative to the initial thread length. When we

measured two segments from the same web, their values were

averaged. We collected and raised, in captivity, to adulthood two

young spiders with tangled webs to confirm species identity and

deposited these specimens in the Museo de Zoologia, Universidad de

Costa Rica.
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Figure I. —Web characteristics of young Lciicaiige argyra. A. Web of a small spiderling with relatively dense tangle and numerous threads j

connecting the tangle to the hub of the orb web below. Part of the lower tangle with some threads attached to the substrate below is shown. B. i

Webof an older instar spiderling with a reduced tangle and few threads connecting the tangle to the hub of the orb web below. C. Webwith radii I

and spiral threads deformed by a weak breeze in the field. D. Section of a spiderling web showing some spiral threads collapsed (white arrows).

Webs of L. argyra show clear ontogenetic changes. Adult females spin

typical orb webs in horizontal planes (0-20°) without additional silk

structures. They build them in open spaces, using exposed twigs and

leaves on the herbaceous layer to attach the anchor threads. In contrast,

early instar spiderlings (first instar out of the egg sac, recognized by their

whitish abdomens, to possibly fourth instars, based on size) spin tangle

structures above the horizontal orb webs (Figs. 1 A. B). The tangle varies

from a relatively dense, narrow tangle, to a few threads just a few mm
above the orb. Several threads connect the hub to the tangle above. The

tangle above the orb seems to be denser in younger spiderlings (Fig. 1 A).

In some webs, there is also a tangle of sparse threads that connect the

web frame with the substrate below (Fig. lA). Webs of early instars are

constructed within dense herbaceous vegetation, often occupying small

spaces among grass leaves.

Our results indicate that these tangles above the orb webs of early instar

spiders seiwe to support the entire orb web. The distance between the orb

webs and the nearest substrate below was much larger (mean = 12.09 ±
1 1.73 cm, /; = 21 ) than the total distance displaced by the webs after we

disconnected them from the tangle (4.02 ± 1.58 cm; t-test comparing both

distances: = 3.12, P < ().0f)5). The total distance included both the

distance of displacement of the hub when disconnected from the tangle and )

the distance of displacement when blown after disconnected. Websof young

spiders displaced between 1 cm to 3.5 cm (mean = 1.6 ± 0.94 cm, n = 25) li

downward after we disconnected the upper tangle from the orb web. This '

distance differed significantly from zero (no effect on threads in supporting

the web; one sample t-test; ^4 = 8-59, P < 0.00001), but displacement
‘

distance was not con-elated with spider size (r = 0.49, P = 0.82).
j

When we blew perpendicular air current on the webs after we j'

disconnected the upper tangle, all but two of these webs displaced t

further down (mean = 2.4 ± 0.9 cm, n = 25) than intact webs with the ‘

same air current (mean = 1.4 ± 0.8 cm, n = 25; paired t test: ^4 =
j

6.12, P < 0.00001; Fig. 2). A possible explanation for the two webs in i

which displacement was less after disconnecting them from the upper
;

tangle is that anchor lines of webs of young spiders can often be '

attached to grass blades that seem to be under some tension. Thus, ;

when we disconnected the webs from the upper tangle, tension on the J

orbs may have increased and so reduced the downward displacement,
jj

Extensibility of anchor threads was similar between webs of young

spiders and those of adult females (1.88 ± 1.46 vs. 1.40 ± 0.66; Mann-

Whilney U = 51.0, P = 0.60, n = 26).
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Displacement of intact web (cm)

Figure 2. —Difference in displacement caused by a constant air

current perpendicular to web plane, between intact webs (attached to

the upper tangle) and the same webs after disconnecting them from

the upper tangle. Dots above the line represent webs where

displacement was larger after cutting the connecting threads. Line

indicates equal effect of air current on intact and modified webs.

Despite young spiders constructing their webs among dense

vegetation, the distance from the orb web to the nearest substrate

below was large enough to prevent the orb web from contacting

vegetation as it moved downward, even after the web was

disconnected from the upper tangle. Therefore, our results do not

support the hypothesis that the function of the upper tangle is to

prevent the orb web from striking vegetation below.

Yet, webs of young L. argyra are slack. Under a nearly

imperceptible breeze, the webs of young spiderlings buckle, the radii

bending toward the wind’s current trajectory and the spiral threads

oscillating (Figs. 1C, D). Low tension of spiral threads makes webs

good traps for retaining prey. Lower tension of these threads allows

more kinetic energy to dissipate with the prey’s impact (Eberhard

1990), but also make them susceptible to collapse in a weak breeze.

Damages of this type on the orb web are expected to reduce

interception and retention of prey (Blackledge & Zevenbergen 2006).

Hence, we conclude that the upper tangle serves as support for the

whole orb web, allowing the spiderling to construct a well adapted

trap to retain prey. The tangle likely reduces web deformation, which

in turn may at least partially prevent sticky threads from adhering

(Figs. 1C, D). A possible advantage of the stabilization of the web
provided by the upper tangle is the reduction in radial stress and

damage. This is important since strong winds could cause mechanical

yield in radial threads, and thus will greatly reduce their ability to

dissipate kinetic prey energy (Harmer et al. 2011).

We did not test the function of the lower tangle. This tangle

consists of sparse threads that connect the frame of only some
spiderling’s webs to the substrate below (Fig. lA). Thus, it is possible

that this tangle gives additional support to the orb web and some
protection against predators and parasitoids attacking spiders from

below, a function that may also be possible for the upper tangle.

We also recorded ontogenetic changes in webs of L. argyra that

occur mainly on the structure of the tangle. The complexity of the

tangle and the number of threads that connect the tangle to the hub of

the orb web below decrease as the spider grows. Tangles change from

a relatively dense tangle with many connecting threads (up to 17) in

very small spiderlings (Figs. lA, B), to a sparse tangle composed of

few threads in older instars (in two occasions the tangle was
composed of a single thread with three connecting threads), to its

complete absence in webs of adult females (not a single web of adult

females had a tangle above it, n > 300 webs).

The extensibility of the anchor threads serves to absorb and dissipate

some of the kinetic energy of a flying insect or the stress caused by

wind currents (Denny 1976; Blackledge & Hayashi 2006). Webs of both

early instar and adult L. argyra have similar extensibilities. Casual

observations under a dissecting microscope suggest that the thickness

of the anchor threads increases in the webs of older instar spiders.

However, as the diameter of the anchor threads increases, more energy

is needed to extend a thread the same distance. Therefore, such thicker

threads in older instars provide more support against orb deformation,

reducing the need for the upper tangle.

Wehere present the first experimental evidence of the possible function

of the web design of first instar spiders. Wealso describe the ontogenetic

changes in the web design of L. argyra. These changes are consistent with

the general ontogenetic pattern documented for a large number of spider

species in different families. Furthemiore, in most species in which the

ancestral-descendant evolution of webs can be traced, webs of first instar

spiders nearly always represent ancestral characters (Japyassu & Ades

1998; Eberhard et al. 2008; BaiTantes & Eberhard 2010). However, it is yet

untested whether these ontogenetic changes mirror phylogenetic changes

in web structure in this lineage (i.e., whether the silk tangle is an ancestral

or derived character within the Orbiculariae).
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